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Abstract. This paper describes our newly developed Automated Industry and 
Occupation Coding System (AIOCS). The main function of the system is to 
classify natural language responses of survey questionnaires into equivalent 
numeric codes according to the standard code book from the Korean National 
Statistics Office (KNSO). We implemented the system using a range of auto-
mated classification techniques, including hand-crafted rules, a maximum en-
tropy model, and information retrieval techniques, to enhance the performance 
of automated industry/occupation coding task. The result is a Web-based 
AIOCS available for public services via the Web site of KNSO. Compared with 
the previous system developed in 2005, the new Web-based system decreases 
coding cost with a higher speed and shows significant performance enhance-
ment in production rate and accuracy. Furthermore, it facilitates practical uses 
through an easy Web user interface. 

Keywords: Automated Industry and Occupation Coding System, Web-based 
System, Classification, Hand-crafted Rule, Maximum Entropy. 

1   Introduction 

Industry and occupation information is important for national statistics in order to 
grasp life trends or distributions of people. In census surveys, data samples on indus-
try and occupation are collected with specially designed multiple questionnaires. 
Based on the responses including “company name”, “business category”, “depart-
ment”, “position”, and “job description”, each respondent is classified into one of the 
442 industry categories and 450 occupation categories in South Korea. However, 
respondents are not supposed to choose an industry (or occupation) code directly, 
because they do not have enough background knowledge about the code hierarchy or 
the categories. As a result, the classification task had been done manually by experts 
before the development of automated coding systems. However, manual industry and 
occupation coding has two major problems. First, the task is very time-consuming and 
complicated when the coding data size is large. Second, the results fail in maintaining 
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consistency when not well-trained coders or a number of coders who have different 
criteria are employed.  

To solve these problems, there have been several approaches to computerized, 
automated coding systems since the early 1980s in U.S., France, Canada, Japan, and 
Korea [1], [2], [3], [4]. Although the implementation of the Automated Industry and 
Occupation Coding System (AIOCS) of each country follows its own code definition 
and hierarchy, the techniques used fall into hand-crafted rules, machine learning ap-
proaches, information retrieval methods, and their combinations. 

To analyze public Census data efficiently, the Korea National Statistics Office 
(KNSO) has had grave concerns about the Automated Industry and Occupation Coding 
System for the Koreans (AIOCSK) for several years, and has built a hybrid classifica-
tion system that combines a rule-based coding technique and an information retrieval 
technique [4]. However, it suffered from relatively low accuracy and production rate as 
a fully automated coding system and did not support public access because it ran on a 
UNIX shell environment that permits only registered internal users. 

KNSO launched a new project to establish a highly stabilized, Web-based 
AIOCSK (i.e., AIOCSK 2008) that ensures high performance in terms of production 
rate and accuracy and low maintenance cost. For robust classifications over Industry 
and Occupation coding, it combines three different automated coding methods (hand-
crafted rules, a maximum entropy model, and a set of information retrieval tech-
niques) selectively. The system achieves almost 98% accuracy with 83% production 
rate in industry coding and 73% in occupation coding. In addition, AIOCSK 2008 
supports basic management functionalities that can assist system administrators not 
only in handling several administrative tasks, but also in performance related tasks 
(e.g. updating hand-crafted rules and a domain-specific thesaurus, re-learning a 
maximum entropy model with the new training data, and re-building an index DB 
with refined training data). 

With the newly developed Web-based AIOCSK, industry and occupation coding 
and an easy access control by KNSO Web site visitors will be available. Anyone can 
try industry and occupation coding with his or her own records, such as a company 
name or job descriptions. The system supports three different types of access rights: 
as an anonymous user, an authorized user, or an administrator. A one-stop and on-the-
spot coding service is supported through the Web-based user interface. The coding 
status can be checked with a graphical progress bar. This will greatly improve the 
level of convenience for users, compared with a simple text display.  

This paper is composed of related works (Section 2), a description of the industry 
and occupation code for the Koreans (Section 3), the system architecture (Section 4), 
our experiments (Section 5), our application (Section 6), the key payoffs (Section 7), 
and the conclusions (Section 8). 

2   Related Works 

Many government agencies around the world use rule engines, case-based reasoning, 
incremental decision trees, and others to assist their decision making ([5], [6]). Artifi-
cial intelligence (AI) techniques have been used to provide highly intelligent and 
accurate assessment capabilities and to assist a good number of automated services. 
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Compared with the rule-based method, machine learning methods do not require 
manual labors to create and/or maintain rules. There exist various kinds of machine 
learning techniques such as Decision Tree, Hidden Markov Model (HMM), Maxi-
mum Entropy Model (MEM), and Supporting Vector Machine (SVM). 

Applying or combining those machine learning methods should consider the char-
acteristics of the target data and the system resources available. Although SVM is 
superior to the other methods in accuracy in many tasks including document classifi-
cation [7], we rejected it because of the problems of large memory and CPU time 
requirements when a computer is trained on large samples with more than 400 classes 
in our case. Among several machine learning techniques we considered in order to 
assign a code to a census record, we chose to use a maximum entropy model (MEM) 
based classifier and linguistically-motivated features to model the MEM based classi-
fier because MEM offers a clear way to combine diverse pieces of contextual evi-
dence (or clues) to estimate the probability of a certain linguistic class occurring in 
the context ([8], [9]) requiring reasonable memory consumption and processing time. 

3   Overview of Code Hierarchy 

The standard code book ([10], [11]) made by KNSO defines each classification code 
with a code name, a short description of the code, several examples, and exceptional 
cases. The descriptions mostly consist of “company name”, “business category”, 
“department”, “position”, and “job description”. The classification codes are organ-
ized hierarchically into four levels as shown in Table 1, and there are 442 codes in the 
industry code book and 450 codes in the occupation code book.  

Table 1. Structure of Industry (Occupation) Classification Codes (Excerpted from [4]) 

Code Sections 
(level1) 

Divisions 
(level2) 

Groups 
(level3) 

Classes 
(level4) 

Digits 1 2 3 4 
Type alphabetic numeric numeric Numeric 

Example A 01 012 0121 
# of Industry  

(occupation) codes 
17 

(11) 
63 

(46) 
194 

(162) 
442 

(450) 

4   System Architecture 

The newly developed system is a part of an on-going project by the Information Sys-
tem Division at KNSO. It aims at offering common architecture for various kinds of 
automated coding systems, equipped with Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques, 
which use prior domain knowledge, machine learning, and keyword-based search 
techniques, to respond efficiently to continuously required analysis of census data.  

The system supports two key roles. One is Automated Industry and Occupation 
Coding (AIOC), performed three different automated coding modules (i.e., Hand-
crafted rule based coding, Maximum entropy model based coding, and Information 
retrieval technique based coding). Each coding module has its own customized  
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cut-off value (or threshold) [1] to achieve high performance in terms of production 
rate and error rate. We combined these different modules sequentially with applying 
the most trustable module first. More detailed coding steps are shown in Figure 1. 

With the newly developed Web-based automated coding system, users can submit 
their data in a file or by manually entering the data. After submission, stepwise pre-
processing is done to quickly prepare acceptable data formats needed by the three 
different automated coding modules. The system then starts automated industry (or 
occupation) coding adhering to the already scheduled procedure if the user selects 
HCR+MEM+IRT as a coding option (See Fig. 1). Finally, the user can check the 
coding results in the same page. 

 

Fig. 1. General coding procedure 

The other is the resource management functionality that includes insertion and  
deletion and modification of language resources, which are composed by a domain 
specific thesaurus and hand-crafted rules and the index data, related to industry and 
occupation codes as in Figure 2. 

4.1   Hand-Crafted Rules (HCR) 

The first rule-based coding was developed using a part of industry and occupation 
data of Census 2002 in 2005 and was manually improved several times until 2007. 
Rules for a code are prioritized, and every code has more than one rule in its rule If 
the highest priority rule does not satisfy the given input record, next priority rules are 
called sequentially (1st priority rule 2nd priority rule  …). As in the following 
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Fig. 2. Overall system framework 

set.example, every record will be checked whether the discriminative words appeared 
in the given rule exist or not. If an appropriate rule is found, the industry (or occupa-
tion) code is assigned to the record. If no rule matches the input until the final rule of 
the rule set, “undetermined” is assigned.  
 

Structure: 
<company_name ^ business_category ^ department ^ position ^ job_description ^ exclusion_words> 

 industry code, priority 
Example: 
<business_category = "벼농사(rice farming);벼재배(rice growing);쌀농사(rice farming);쌀재배(rice growing)", 
job_description = "농사(farming)", exclusion_words = "제조(making);제작(manufacture);조립(assembling); 
가공(processing);음식(food);식당(restaurant);...">  inductry code=0111, priority=1 
<company_name = "대학(college);대학(university);대학원(graduate school);전문대학(2-year college); 사관 
학교(military academy)", position="대학(college);교수(professor);시간강사(part-time instructor);조교(teaching 
assistant), exclusion_words="우체국(post office);병원(hospital);유치원(kindergarten);어린이집(nursery);초등 
학교(elementary school);중학교(middle school);고등학교(high school);..."> industry code=8030, priority=0 

 
Currently, there exist 5,386 rules for the industry coding and 3,800 rules for the 

occupation coding. Because those rules have been evaluated several times by domain 
experts of KNSO with previous Census data, we can trust coding quality by these 
rules. The high (approximately, 98~99%) accuracy are verified using Census 2005 
data and newly collected human resource data. 

However, in the rule-based approach, it is important to enrich both the rule set and 
its subordinate keyword set to keep good performance with future Census data. It is 
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necessary to make a constant effort to maintain the rules, because new words or ex-
pressions appear as new jobs are frequently created. 

4.2   Maximum Entropy Model (MEM) 

MEM utilizes contextual information (or evidence) in census data and can handle 
undiscovered or missed patterns automatically. Because domain experts can miss 
some patterns about all records, HCR may show low production rate when making 
hand-crafted rules. In order to overcome the pitfalls of HCR, MEM is selected, espe-
cially, as a classifier that guarantees stable production rate when accuracy is fixed at 
98 or 99%. 

The main idea of MEM is that the most uniform distribution among the probability 
distributions that satisfies the given constraints is ideal. The object of this modeling is 
to find y that maximizes the conditional probability p(y|x), which is expressed as p. In 
our model of MEM-based AIOCSK, x is the context of a sentence and y is the value 
of pre-defined slot (industry code or job code) in the sentence. Given k-feature con-
straints, the conditional probability is 

p y|x 1Z exp λ f y, x
 

where k is the number of features,   denotes the features, λ   means the weighted 
parameters for features in the ME model and Z is a normalization factor to ensure that ∑ | 1. 

MEM has been applied to various NLP tasks such as sentence boundary detection, 
POS tagging, and parsing. Also, the ME classifier is good for integrating information 
from many heterogeneous information sources. For automated industry and occupa-
tion coding tasks that employ the MEM, we use company name, business category, 
department, position, and job description as the linguistic and contextual features to 
assign industry and occupation codes.  

On the other hand, the variability of the terms and expressions among many re-
spondents is also a serious problem: the same occupation can be described in many 
ways with many different terms, but the standard code description book ([10], [11]) 
contains a very small number of fixed terms. Experts obviously use their prior knowl-
edge and experience to classify the descriptions into codes, in addition to the help of 
the coding guidelines provided. This fact also imposes a burden on MEM by requiring 
too big a feature space. It can result in memory overflow or system failure. 

To alleviate the problem caused by the limited information available in the stan-
dard code book and to overcome the memory space problem, we decided to build a 
domain specific thesaurus in Korean, which had not been available previously. This 
method is to build a large-scale value (expression) mapping table by adding syn-
onymous nouns and phrases that collected from the Census 2005 data. It includes a 
specially designed stepwise expression normalization procedure based on textual 
similarity computed by edit-distance [12] among expressions used in the census data. 
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The following example shows how synonymous expressions (or noisy expres-
sions) frequently appearing in raw census data can be mapped with their normalized 
expressions. 

 
Example: 

Normalized 
Expression 
[i.e., entry] 

Synonymous expressions  
(plus some broken expressions) 

[i.e., element] 
여행서비스 

[Tour service] 
여행서비스업무[Tour service affairs] 
여행서비스제공[Supporting tour service affairs] 내국인관광알선여행서비스업[Tour 
service for domestic people] 
운송업여행서비스 [Transport and tour services] 
여행서비스업여행상품개발및여행객모집[Tour service including developing trip 
package and recruiting tourists] 
관광여행서비스[Sightseeing & Tour services]  
여행서비스업[Tour services]  
여행서비스업항공권여권비자등[Tour services including plane reservation and visa] … 

회계과 
[Accounting 
department] 

세무회계과[Tax & Accounting Department] 
회계과경리계[Accounting Department] 
경리계회계과[Accounting Department] 
경영회계과[Management & Accounting Department] 
기획행정국회계과[Accounting Department of Planning & Administrative Bureau] 
재무회계과[Financial & Accounting Department] 
금융회계과[Money & Accounting Department] 
ㅎ회계과[Accounting Department] 
PX회계과[Post Exchange Accounting Department] 
회계과ㅣ[Accounting Department] 
강남회계과[Accounting Department of Gangnam] 
재경회계과[Accounting Department of Seoul] … 

Table 2. Domain-specific Thesaurus 

Field Name 
 

Industry 
(entry/element) 

Occupation 
(entry/element) 

Company Name 9393 / 338446 6154 / 361102 

Business Category 7412 / 679798 5805 / 748758 

Department 5714 / 279720 5322 / 374907 

Position 2090 / 108909 2336 / 171444 

Job Description 6911 / 539309 7759 / 616939 

Table 2 shows the statistics of the domain specific thesaurus. An entry slot and an 
element slot mean the number of distinct normalized expressions and the total sum of 
each entry’s synonymous expressions. With the help of the thesaurus, we could make 
a manageable size of ME training model (about 30MB) by reducing the number of 
distinct expressions in each field. ME training model also contributed to enhancing 
the classification performance by identifying normalized representation of each fea-
ture and avoiding noisy expression (mostly broken or ill-formed words caused by 
spacing and spelling problems). 

4.3   Information Retrieval Techniques (IRT) 

Before the employment of MEM, IRT was used with HCR [4]. Since Korean is an 
agglutinative language and has quite unique linguistic characteristics, there were 
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many difficulties in adopting other countries’ cases. IRT contributed to increasing 
production rate but produced unsatisfactory results in accuracy.  

Our experiments show that the combination of HCR and MEM performs very well 
for the data including already known rules and patterns. However, there are some 
unknown cases where users’ data are non-dominant and somewhat ambiguous. To 
handle these remaining cases, we added IRT as an automated coding option. It helped 
obtaining high production rate by sacrificing accuracy. 

IRT utilizes the vector space model (VSM) based on term frequency (TF) and in-
verse document frequency (IDF) information [14]. Through indexing and weighting 
terms, each industry (or occupation) code is represented as a vector in the n-
dimensional term space. When a record is coded (i.e. classified), it is also represented 
as a vector. The distance between the two vectors is calculated to compute similarity. 
A set of candidate codes are ranked by the cosine similarity in descending order, and 
the highest ranked code is assigned as a result of IRT. We used the Apache Lucene 
[15] as the core engine of IRT rather than re-implementing the information retrieval 
model to ensure cost-effectiveness in terms of speed and reliability. 

5   Experiments 

We evaluated our system with the Korean Census 2005 data (which is composed  
by about 2 million records), which have five fields:  “company name”, “business 
category”, “department”, “position”, and “job description”. The data were manually 
annotated with their industry/occupation codes by KNSO experts. All experiments 
were implemented in Java and tested on Microsoft Windows XP with Core2Duo 
2.66GHz processor and 2.0GB of main memory. The cut-off value (or threshold)  
of MEM is the confidence score of Java MaxEnt [16], and that of IRT is the  
relevance score of the Apache Lucene. In our experiments, production rate #       #   , accuracy ( (

#    #       , and 

processing time were used as measurement factors. 

5.1   Single Mode Experiment 

Hand-crafted Rule (HCR) based Coding: Hand-crafted rule based coding shows 
persistently high accuracy, but the production rate is not satisfactory. Among 2 mil-
lion records of Census 2005, HCR module generated industry codes about 1.18 mil-
lion records. However, the accuracy of the generated codes amount to almost 98.8%. 
In terms of processing time, it takes about three hours on average because it recur-
sively checks and evaluates several thousands of hand-crafted rules for each input 
record. 
 
Maximum Entropy Model (MEM) based Coding: The performance of the MEM-
based coding is close to 99% accuracy even though the production rate of industry 
and occupation coding was improved by 15% compared with that of HCR when we 
set the threshold at 0.85. The MEM part of Table 3 gives the result verified by 10-fold 
cross-evaluation. In terms of processing time, it takes only approximately 10 minutes 
when expression normalization time is ignored.  
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Information Retrieval Technique (IRT) based Coding: The IRT-based coding 
module using 5-field information has insufficient discrimination power to be a robust 
classifier, mainly due to potential ambiguities among frequently occurring keywords 
in the index. Thus, the production rate and the accuracy of IRT are not as high as 
those of HCR and MEM. In case of IRT, the accuracy of occupation coding hardly 
reaches 85% even if we adjust the cut-off values. Now, the production rate is lower 
than 30%. 

Table 3. Experiments on Census 2005: HCR, MEM, and IRT 

Type 
HCR 

(No threshold) 
MEM 

(Threshold=0.85) 
IRT 

(Threshold=0.6) 

Category Industry Occupation Industry Occupation Industry Occupation 

# of Records (A) 2031072 2031072 2020699 2023732 2020699 2023732 

# of Production (B) 1181907 812118 1503499 1341851 565995 587193 

# of Correct (C) 1168120 802108 1491851 1335575 485763 475140 

Production Rate (B/A) 58.5% 40.1% 74.40% 66.31% 28.01% 29.02% 

Accuracy (C/B) 98.83% 98.77% 99.23% 99.53% 85.82% 80.92% 

Processing Time 188 minutes 188 minutes 10 minutes 11 minutes 60 minutes 63 minutes 

5.2   Hybrid Mode Experiments 

The purpose of hybrid-mode experiments is almost the same as that of single-mode 
experiments, but we tried several promising combinations using the three modules. 
We are going to skip a detailed analysis of HCR+IRT because the experiment on this 
combination did not show meaningful improvement in the production rate and the 
accuracy. 
 
HCR+MEM based Coding: The following table and figure show that one of the best 
experiments, the combination of HCR and MEM, outperforms the MEM based coding 
module in both production rate and accuracy [Table 4]. It proves our assumption that 
MEM could enhance the production rate when we fixed the accuracy at 98%. 

Table 4. Experiments on Census 2005: HCR + MEM 

Type HCR+MEM (Threshold=0.85) 

Category Industry Occupation 

# of Records (A) 2031072 2031072 

# of Production (B) 1699980 1480668 

# of Correct (C) 1678693 1457117 

Production Rate (B/A) 83.70% 72.90% 

Accuracy (C/B) 98.75% 98.41% 

Processing Time 193 minutes 194 minutes 
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Fig. 3. Distribution of production rate and accuaracy for (HCR+MEM) when thersholds are 
varied 

When we adjusted the threshold of MEM, the production rate and the accuracy 
changed as in Figure 3. Based on our experiments, the optimal thresholds for the 
combination of HCR+MEM were identified from 0.75 to 0.85. If we consider that the 
Census 2005 data themselves may have more than 10% potential errors arisen from 
the manual annotation process, the performance of HCR+MEM is quite impressive. 

HCR+MEM+IRT based Coding: The combination of the three different automated 
coding modules did not outperform the performance of HCR+MEM [Table 5, 6]. 
Patterns discovered in the hand-crafted rules and the classification model driven by 
MEM handled approximately 80% of industry coding and 70% of occupation coding 
 

Table 5. Step-wise analysis of Performance: Industry 

Type 
HCR 

(No threshold) 
MEM  

(Threshold=0.85) 
IRT 

(Threshold=0.6) 
Accumulated 

Total 

# of Records (A) 2031072 832212 288203 2031072 

# of Production (B) 1181907 544009 56098 1798967 

# of Correct (C) 1168120 533056 28278 1746167 

Production Rate (B/A) 58.5% 65.38% 19.46% 88.57% 

Accuracy (C/B) 98.83% 97.99% 50.41% 97.06% 

Processing Time 188 min 5 min 5 min 198 min 
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Table 6. Step-wise analysis of Performance: Occupation 

Type 
HCR 

(No threshold) 
MEM  

(Threshold=0.85) 
IRT 

(Threshold=0.6) 
Accumulated 

Total 

# of Records (A) 2031072 1213274 485698 2031072 

# of Production (B) 812118 727576 86691 1632065 

# of Correct (C) 802108 707614 42828 1558099 

Production Rate (B/A) 40.1% 59.97% 17.85% 80.35% 

Accuracy (C/B) 98.77% 97.26% 50.56% 95.53% 

Processing Time 188 min 6 min 9 min 203 min 

with 98% accuracy. However, when we applied IRT after HCR+MEM, we observed 
that IRT did not discriminate effectively the remaining records in terms of production 
rate and accuracy. 

Comparison among Different Combinations: The effectiveness levels that our 
hybrid techniques (especially, HCR+MEM) have achieved in the above experiments 
are quite stable and satisfactory. Although AIOCSK 2005 was successfully used as a 

 

 

 
  

 

Fig. 4. Production rate vs. Accuracy 
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computer-clerical system that generates several candidate codes in a fixed size of 
candidate set [4], AIOCSK 2008 shows more satisfactory performance as a fully 
automated system that assigns the best code without any residual code. Actually, 
AIOCSK 2005 (which combines HCR and IRT) performed slightly better than HCR 
in every case, that is, it helped increase the production rate. It suggested the second 
best code and third best code according to term similarity, but the accuracy was main-
tained at lower than 98%. As shown in Figure 4, there is a trade-off relationship be-
tween production rate and accuracy. Thus, maintaining a certain level of performance 
in industry and occupation coding is very important when we combine different types 
of classification modules. If the user wants to adhere to high accuracy, MEM is pre-
ferred (See the lower part of Fig. 4). However, when the goal is highest production 
rate, HCR+MEM+IRT will be a good choice (See the upper part of Fig. 4). As men-
tioned before, our experiments conclude that HCR+MEM is the best combination in 
maintaining the optimal level of production rate and accuracy in industry and occupa-
tion coding. 

6   Application 

The first version of AIOCSK system applying hand-crafted rule and information re-
trieval technique was released in mid-January 2005 just for internal usage (i.e., 
AIOCSK 2005). This was followed by the development of new AIOCSK in mid-Dec. 
2007. Employment of maximum entropy model based automated coding module and 
a domain-specific thesaurus are distinguishing characteristics compared with the 
AIOCSK 2005. 

User testing began in Oct. 2007 with the first rollout to the official launch which is 
scheduled as June 2008. Before the public release, the system has been undergoing 
extensive testing until now. In parallel, the each automated coding modules will be 
optimized with fine-tuning features and more stable performances. 

The Web platform for the AIOCSK 2008 is Java Server Page (JSP). Most core 
modules are therefore also Java-based and packaged and deployed as Java jar files. 
The front-end to AIOCSK 2008 is a Web-based thin client operated by KNSO. The 
layout and design of the Web client is typical form-based systems. For each coding 
option (HCR only, MEM only, IRT only, HCR+MEM, and HCR+MEM+IRT) pro-
vided, there are several radio buttons that allow a user to select a coding option that he 
or she wants (See Fig. 5). Basically, everything related to automated coding (includ-
ing required linguistic and computational resources) is all consolidated in back of an 
integrated UI for the users. Figure 5 shows a screen shot of the Web-based AIOCSK 
when accessed as an anonymous user. 

Although users can access AIOCSK 2008 as anonymous users, more detailed func-
tions such as large-scale coding and system resource management require higher level 
of access rights. A series of coding procedure operates in near real-time within a few 
seconds to assign a code. Other maintenance-related modules that are not perform-
ance-critical, such as updating index DB or domain-specific thesaurus, are done be-
hind the scene as asynchronous processes. 
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Fig. 5. Web-based automated coding screen shot 

7   Key Payoffs 

Quality of Services: The hybrid approach enhances the quality of automated coding. 
Employing MEM achieves more discriminative, powerful automated coding with a 
higher production ratio and a lower error rate than AIOCSK 2005. With the Web-
based AIOCSK, one-stop service is available, regardless of the access location as long 
as Internet connection is available. It provides immediate coding using basic functions 
as shown Figure 5. In addition, the graphical progress bar that represents a progress 
status in terms of the percent of the given coding task allows users to recognize the 
completion ratio.  
 
Increased Productivity: With the newly updated AIOCSK 2008, the most relevant 
code can be assigned without further effort by a KNSO expert or additional guide-
lines. After users’ uploading the target file or entering the data manually, just their 
clicking on the “Execute Coding” button will show the results of automated coding. 
Table 4 and Figure 3 show the enhanced productivity of AIOCSK 2008 when com-
pared with other coding modules and their combinations. It shows 83% in industry 
production rate and 73% in occupation production rate when we fix their accuracy 
at 98%. 
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Improved Agility: The new system’s tuning is parameter-driven: for example, chang-
ing in the cut-off values (i.e., thresholds) or the number of recommendation codes, 
and any other urgent changes in policies can be made promptly without any changes 
in the underlying software modules. With the help of the fully automated architecture 
that permits user’s further modifications, the system adapts itself, reflecting recent 
changes in rules, thesaurus, and index data from domain experts and administrators. 
 
Maintenance: Just like any other mission critical software, there will inevitable be 
changes and upgrades to modules in AIOCS 2008 after deployment to reflect legisla-
tive or functional changes followed by KNSO. The design of the self-evolving 
framework is such that these types of change are very easy to deal with. 

First, all linguistic resource related changes can be done without any java coding 
and simply by updating thesauri and clicking “update” button. Then, embedded mod-
ules trigger required procedures correspondingly.  

Second, in case of parameter tuning, needed behaviors of user is selecting a thresh-
old value as an automated coding constraints (e.g. T=0.85). Packaging the automated 
coding modules as a decoupled component from the other parts of the system helps 
reducing cost of supplementary maintenance and integration. 

Third, by adhering object oriented program (OOP) paradigm, all source codes writ-
ten in Java class can be easily adapted and modified on demand.  

For support, the prime development team of KNSO provides front-line technical 
and end-user support while we provide additional assistance on the automated coding 
technologies and algorithm changes when needed. 

8   Conclusion 

This paper describes a successful realistic case of developing a high-performance 
Automated Industry and Occupation Coding System for the Koreans (AIOCSK) that 
combines different types of automated classification techniques (hand-crafted rules, 
maximum entropy model, and information retrieval technique). This is most likely the 
first serious attempt in the world that utilizes the chain of artificial intelligence meth-
odologies in automated industry and occupation coding and starts public services on a 
web environment. 

The hybrid approach of Web-based AIOCSK results in delivering higher quality 
and faster services to users, including both novice users and experts of KNSO. Our 
experiments verified the fact that the combination of hand-crafted rules and maximum 
entropy model achieves 83% in industry production rate and 73% in occupation pro-
duction rate when we fix their accuracy at 98%. 

Although the results are promising, we think that further research is necessary in a 
number of directions for improvements. 

- Self-evolving framework: It is clear to upgrade the existing system without a 
drastic change in the near future. 

- Weighted voting based on content-analysis: Currently, different types of 
classification methods are combined almost sequentially, but we could expect 
a more synergistic combination of different classifiers if the system could iden-
tify a content-preferred classifier according to inputted records.  
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- Semantic value mapping to domain-specific thesaurus: Generating a domain-
specific thesaurus based on textual similarity was quite useful for dealing with 
synonyms having syntactic similarity and broken words, but we need to develop 
a more advanced value mapping algorithm to cover semanticsimilarity. 
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